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• aView, the Aerospace Viewer of NASA historical FTE/WYE data

– Aerospace built a browser-based tool to archive NASA historical staffing profiles for 27 

planetary science missions

– Supports analysis of mission programmatic                                                             

data from PDR through decommissioning                                                              

(Phases C, D, E)

– Provides comparative analysis across NASA                                                            

science missions and helps with predictions

– Illustrates how well projects keep to their original                                                            

staffing plan and identifies departures from plan                                                             

– Serves as a repository and quick reference for                                                                     

missions’ technical parameters and related                                                           

information

• Sponsored since 2009 by NASA Planetary Missions Program Office (PMPO)

Introduction

aView is browser-based and will be available on ONCE

Table 1, NASA SMD missions available in aView

Purpose
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• 2009 – Predecessor to aView, FTE Tool, released

– Built on MS Excel with embedded macros 

– Grew to contain historical staffing data for 24 planetary science missions

– Presented at the NASA Cost and Schedule Symposium 2014

• 2019 – aView prototypes created

– Based on open-source JavaScript for its front-end and SQLite back-end for 

the database, prototype versions (alpha/beta) were created for NASA PMPO 

• 2020 – aView 2020 replaces FTE Tool

– Based on open-source JavaScript for its front-end and SQLite back-end for 

the database

• 2022 – aView 2022 to be accessible via ONCE

– Release planned via the Model Portal on ONCE website

– Adding missions Dragonfly, Lucy, NEOSM, and Psyche

– Updates to Insight, Juno, Maven, and OSIRIS-REx

Introduction
Timeline
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• aView is a database of validated staffing and mission data

– Aerospace serves as the custodian of the formal data used

– Primarily sources include:

• Formally approved reports at major mission milestones from the 

NASA Cost Analysis Data Requirement (CADRe)

• Monthly Status Reports (MSRs) 

• Project websites

• Customer direct requests

Introduction
Data Sources
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aView Control Panel
Charting Capabilities and Fact Sheets

Figure A, “Front page” of aView via web browser
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• A variety of chart types are available in aView and enable the user to 

examine programmatic data in different dimensions and ways.  

Currently, there are four chart types:

– FTE Comparison Plots for defined Periods

– Planned and Actual FTE by Mission

– Annual Cost and FTE by Mission

– FTE vs. Cost

• Each plot can be generated from mission data for Phases C and D 

or operations Phase E.  The user can select the year for inflation to 

apply to the data

Charting Capabilities
Chart Types
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Capabilities – Plot Types
FTE Comparisons Plot for Defined Periods

Proj A @ 

PDR

Proj A @ 

CDR

Proj A @ SIR Proj A @ Launch

Figure B, Sample of comparative analysis by milestone
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Capabilities – Plot Types
Planned and Actual FTE by Mission

Figure C, Planned at PDR and actuals at end of Phase D
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Capabilities – Plot Types
Annual Cost and FTE by Mission

Figure D, FTE and cost actuals by year
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• Provide a capsule summary of the mission and project, providing some or all of

these items

– Overview of the science objectives

– Hosted payloads – instruments, sensors

– Mission plan and characteristics

– Project development milestone dates

– Technical performance metrics

– Basic concept-of-operation

– Diagrams depicting the physical layout of components

• NASA CADRe is the primary source for information given in these fact sheets

• As missions progress, fact sheets are updated with new, pertinent information

Capabilities
Mission Fact Sheets
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Capabilities

Figure E, Fact sheet for the Juno mission

Mission Fact Sheets
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• aView is based on open-source JavaScript for its front-end and 

SQLite back-end for the database

• Development team

– Sarah Lang and Justin McNeill, Task Leads

– Tommy Tran, Software Technical Lead

– Alexander Zarate Garcia

– J. Drew Rice

– Brian Wood

– C. Jason Zhang

• Access aView via Model Portal on ONCE website by end of FY22

• Wish to expand the aView to include a broader set of missions in 

Earth Science, Astrophysics, and Heliophysics

– Actively pursuing additional funding

Tool Construction and Future Vision
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• aView developed to assist users in conducting comparative analysis

• Built on a detailed repository of mission programmatic data, it provides high-

level views of the historical data for 27 NASA missions for development 

Phases C and D as well as the operations Phase E

• Given wealth of mission and project information, both programmatic and 

technical, cost analysts can leverage the aView’s capabilities to answer a 

variety of questions 

– Understand what development costs and staffing during Phases C and D for a 

proposed interplanetary mission based on similar historical missions 

– Understand how a proposed operations budget for Phase E compares to previous 

missions managed by the same Center

– Understand how staffing levels track to development costs between PDR and ARR 

for a particular project

• Expect a marked increase in access to aView via NASA ONCE

Summary


